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ABSTRACT 

The overall objective of this study was to investigate how NS0 cell proliferation is 
regulated in protein-free media. The hypothesis was that during the adaptation to growth 
factor-free media, animal cell lines start to produce their own autocrine growth factors to 
support proliferation, and after some time in a culture the effects of these factors are lost 
which results in cessation of proliferation. A chemically defined, protein-free and animal 
component-free medium was developed for the NS0 cells. This medium was comprised of 
a basal hybridoma medium to which phosphatidylcholine, cholesterol, β-cyclodextrin, 
ferric citrate and amino acids were added. A fed-batch process was then developed in this 
medium. The feed profile was optimised in a step-wise manner with a final feed solution 
containing glucose, glutamine, lipids, amino acids, vitamins, sodium selenite and 
ethanolamine. Specifically, supplementation with lipids (cholesterol) had a drastic effect 
on cell growth. Calcium, magnesium and potassium were not depleted during culture and 
a feed containing also iron, lithium, manganese, phosphorous and zinc did not 
significantly enhance the cell yield further. More than 8 x 106 viable cells mL-1 and  
600 mg antibody L-1 was obtained in the final fed-batch. This corresponded to a 4.3-fold 
increase in viable cell yield and an 11.4-fold increase in product yield compared to 
bioreactor batch culture when the dilution of the fed-batch culture was also accounted for. 
The presence of autocrine growth factors in NS0 cell cultures was initially investigated 
by studying the effects of conditioned medium (CM). Concentrated CM had a significant 
positive effect on cell growth and part of this effect could be attributed to factor(s) eluting 
from a gel-filtration column at 20-25 kDa. In the search for cell-derived factors affecting 
cell growth the following proteins were identified as released/secreted by the NS0 cells; 
cyclophilin A, cyclophilin B, cystatin C, D-dopachrome tautomerase, IL-25, isopentenyl-
diphosphate delta-isomerise, macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF), β2-
microglobulin, niemann pick type C2, secretory leukocyte protease inhibitor (SLPI), 
thioredoxin-1, TNF-α, tumour protein translationally controlled-1 and ubiquitin. 
Zymogram electrophoresis further identified aspartic acid, papain-like cysteine (including 
cathepsin L) and serine protease activity in the CM. Pro/cathepsin L, CypB, EGF,  
IFN-α/β/γ, IGF-I/II, leukaemia inhibitory factor, IL-6, IL-11, IL-25, MIF, oncostatin M, 
TGF-β and TNF-α were excluded as involved in autocrine regulation of NS0 cell 
proliferation. The serine protease activity was suggested to affect the cells negatively and 
since the serine protease inhibitor SLPI is also present in NS0 CM, a balance in serine 
protease activity may be crucial for optimal cell growth. Further, the receptor gp130, 
known to be associated with myeloma cell growth, was shown to be essential for NS0 
cell proliferation as demonstrated by siRNA gene silencing. The results suggested that 
autocrine regulation of proliferation in NS0 cell cultures involves the receptor subunit 
gp130.  

Keywords:  NS0 myeloma cells, protein-free medium, fed-batch, conditioned medium, 
autocrine growth factors, abortive proliferation, protease activity, aprotinin, gp130. 
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1 AIM OF STUDY 
The overall objective of this study was to investigate how NS0 cell proliferation is 

regulated in protein-free cultures and to exploit this knowledge for increasing the cell and 

product yields. The hypothesis was that during the adaptation to growth factor-free 

media, the cells start to produce and secrete their own autocrine growth factors to support 

proliferation. After some time in a culture, the effects of these autocrine systems are lost 

or negative factors are produced, resulting in a decreased specific proliferation rate and 

subsequent cessation of proliferation. To be able to study cell-derived factors and their 

effect on cell growth, a defined medium without proteins was first to be developed. If 

possible, the medium should also be animal component-free since this is preferable at 

production of human therapeutics. Further, limitations in the nutrient supply and 

inhibitory effects of metabolic by-product accumulation had to be eliminated by fed-

batch cultivation. 

2 INTRODUCTION 

Human therapeutics have historically consisted of small organic molecules such as 

opiates extracted from plants. Later, when protein drugs were discovered, the extraction 

process from animals became a limiting factor both in terms of the amounts that could be 

obtained and in terms of purity. Therefore, the development of the recombinant DNA 

technology during the nineteen seventies revolutionised the area of production of protein-

based biopharmaceuticals. It was now possible to instead produce specific proteins within 

a host cell propagated by in vitro cultivation. The protein-coding DNA was ligated into a 

vector construct and transfected into the host cell, which then expressed the foreign 

protein as part of its own endogenous protein pool. In 1982, insulin, which had previously 

been extracted from bovine or porcine pancreas, was the first protein to be produced in a 

genetically engineered E.coli strain (Eli Lilly; Johnson, 1983). Since then, the number of 

protein-based pharmaceuticals on the market is constantly increasing.   

2.1 Animal host cell systems 

Small proteins with a simple structure can be produced in bacterial systems, which are 

easy to handle, relatively inexpensive and generate high product yields. Large complex 
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proteins cannot be produced in these systems since prokaryotes are unable to perform 

posttranslational modifications such as proteolytic processing, folding, disulphide bridge 

formation and glycosylations necessary for proper function of the protein. The progress in 

cultivation techniques after the discovery of the antibiotics however made it possible to 

use also eukaryotic cells as hosts for protein production. The ability to perform 

posttranslational modifications varies also between these cells. Unicellular yeast strains 

perform part of these modifications but are deviant in their glycosylation pattern 

compared to mammalian cells (Cereghino and Gregg, 1999). Restrictions in the ability to 

attach certain carbohydrate moieties onto the recombinant proteins are the major concern 

also for insect cells (Altmann et al., 1999). In the future, genetically modified yeast 

strains or insect cell lines may serve as hosts also for complex proteins (Potter et al., 

1993; Li et al., 2005), but today mammalian cell systems have to be exploited. Some 

mammalian systems exhibit benefits over others and even here the choice of host cell 

may be determined by the ability to glycosylate. Rodents for example lack the enzyme 

necessary for α(2-6) linked sialylation and murine cells perform the non-human 

glycosylation α(1-3) galactosylation (Baker et al., 2000), which may potentially be 

immunogenic to humans. During the fifties and forward, several mammalian cell lines 

were established from tumours of different animals or human organs. CHO cells from 

Chinese hamster ovaries (Puck et al., 1958) and HEK cells from human embryonic 

kidney (Graham et al., 1977) are two of the most commonly employed cell lines in the 

industry today. The first medicinal product produced in animal cells, human tissue 

plasminogen activator (tPA), was expressed in CHO cells and launched in 1987 by 

Genentech (Kaufman et al., 1985). Production of proteins in animal cell systems is 

however expensive, time-consuming and generates low product titres. Therefore, 

significant efforts have and are still put into improving these processes, aiming at high 

product yields at minimum cost. 

2.2 Antibody production 

Antibodies constitute an invaluable tool in research and diagnostics but are also 

becoming increasingly more attractive as human therapeutics. Previously, the only way to 

obtain antibodies was from sera of immunised laboratory animals, which is a method that 
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generates very low amounts and polyclonal epitope specificity. The development of the 

hybridoma technology by Köhler and Milstein in 1975 was therefore a very important 

step forward in the field of antibody production. This technology relied on two previous 

discoveries; the successful fusion of different cell types for generation of hybrid cells 

with characteristics originating from both of the “parental” cells, and the establishment of 

myeloma (or plasmacytoma) cell lines from pristane-oil induced cancerous B-

lymphocytes in Balb/c mice. By fusing normal lymphocytes from an immunised animal 

with myeloma cells, immortal hybrid cells producing immunogen-specific antibodies 

could be selected. Continued cultivation of one of these hybridoma cells meant that large 

quantities of a monoclonal antibody with determined affinity and specificity could be 

obtained.  

The hybridoma technology allowed for antibody production without knowledge of the 

encoding DNA sequence. A limiting factor was that only antibodies from animal species 

(usually rodents) could be generated. The recombinant DNA technology together with 

further knowledge of the antibody structure however opened for production of human or 

humanised recombinant antibodies. Myeloma cells with their well-equipped machinery 

for producing and secreting immunoglobulins are well suited as hosts but also other cell 

lines such as CHO and HEK are exploited. The first antibody-based drugs were 

introduced on the market in 1997 and of these, Zenapax from Roche was produced in 

myeloma (NS0) cells. There are around twenty antibody-based pharmaceuticals sold 

today, mostly within oncology and immunology, and many more are under development 

(www.bio.org; www.fda.gov).  

2.3 NS0 myeloma cells 

All of the murine myeloma cell lines used commercially today originate from the 

plasmacytoma tumour MOPC21 (Shulman et al., 1978). SP2/0 myeloma cells are the 

most commonly used fusion partner for generation of hybridoma cells, while NS0 

myeloma cells are generally exploited for vector-based production of recombinant human 

antibodies. This is due to the development of the glutamine synthetase (GS) selection 

system for protein production (Bebbington et al., 1992; Barnes et al, 2000). Myeloma 
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cells are GS deficient and selection for antibody producing transfectants can therefore be 

performed in glutamine-free medium by using a plasmid that in addition to the product 

gene also contains the gene for GS. The GS inhibitor methionine sulphoximine (MSX) 

further allows for selection of high producing clones. NS0 cells exhibit a very low 

frequency of spontaneous activation of the endogenous GS gene, which renders them 

especially well suited for expression with the GS-system (Bebbington et al., 1992). Lonza 

however heavily patents this system and in the present investigation pcDNA3 vectors 

(Invitrogen) with selection by geneticin resistance were instead used for introduction of 

the heavy and the light chain of a human IgG1 antibody. The cell line development was 

performed by BioInvent International AB (Lund, Sweden). 

3 CELL CULTURE MEDIA 

At the very beginning of the era of in vitro cultivation, little was known about the 

nutritional requirements of the animal cells.  The researchers were left at simply trying to 

mimic the environment in the body, and therefore tissue extracts, ascites-fluid, serum or 

blood were used for cultivation. The quality and the growth/survival supporting 

properties of such fluids varied considerably and the supply was limited. During the 

nineteen fifties and forward, the pioneering work of Harry Eagle greatly improved 

cultivation techniques in terms of culture medium. The requirements for inorganic salts, 

amino acids and vitamins were determined and a defined minimal essential medium 

(EMEM) was formulated (Eagle, 1995). To this basal medium human or horse serum  

(1-10%) still had to be added in order to support cell growth. Serum contains a large 

number of components such as nutrients, growth factors, carrier proteins, enzymes and 

protease inhibitors. Supplementation with serum contributes to the buffering capacity, the 

viscosity and the osmotic pressure of the medium as well as to the distribution of 

nutrients and the neutralisation of toxic compounds. The most common source of serum 

is heat-inactivated foetal calf serum (FCS), and the basal media used today for serum 

cultivation are all modified versions of EMEM. Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium 

(DMEM), contains in addition to the components of EMEM also glycine, serine, ferric 

nitrate and sodium pyruvate, and the concentrations of glucose, amino acids and vitamins 

are significantly higher (Table 1). In the present investigation (paper I), the NS0 cells  
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Table 1. Composition of Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM). 

INORGANIC SALTS mg L-1  L-Serine 42  
CaCl2 2H2O 264  L-Threonine 95  
Fe(NO3)3 9H2O 0 .1 L-Tryptophan 16  
MgSO4 7H2O 200  L-Tyrosine 72  
KCl 400  L-Valine 94  
NaHCO3 3700     
NaCl 6400  VITAMINS   
NaH2PO4 2H2O 141  Choline chloride 4  
   D-Calcium panthothenate 4  
AMINO ACIDS   Folic acid 4  
Glycine 30  i-Inositol 7 .2 
L-Arginine HCl 84  Niacinamide 4  
L-Cysteine 2HCl 63  Pyridoxine HCl 4  
L-Glutamine 580  Riboflavin 0 .4 
L-Histidine HCl H2O 42  Thiamine HCl 4  
L-Isoleucine 105         
L-Leucine 105  OTHER   
L-Lysine HCl 146  Glucose 4500  
L-Methionine 30  Na-pyruvate 110  
L-Phenylalanine 66     
 

were initially cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS. Shake-flask cultures in 

this medium proliferated to a maximum cell density of 3 x 106 cells mL-1 and the final 

antibody concentration was approximately 65 mg L-1 (Fig. 1). Adding serum or other 

components of animal origin to cell culture media however involves the risk of 

introducing viruses or other adventitious agents with the recombinant protein product 

(Merten, 1999). This is a matter of great concern in clinical applications and the aim 

today is therefore to develop defined cell culture media that are completely devoid of 

animal-derived components. 

3.1 Serum-free cultivation 

The versatile function of serum makes its removal from cell culture media a challenging 

task. Extensive knowledge on the need for trace elements, lipids and growth factors is 

necessary. This knowledge has to be cell line specific since the requirements differ 

between different cell types. Compared to the basal media used with serum (Table 1), 

basal media for serum-free cultures are significantly more complex, containing increased 

amounts of trace elements, lipids, antioxidants, amino acids, vitamins and cofactors. 

Combinations of bovine serum albumin (BSA), transferrin, lipid emulsions and specific 
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Figure 1. Shake-flask culture of NS0 cells in DMEM with 10% FCS, 1% non-essential amino 
acids (proprietary content from Invitrogen) and glutamine to 5 mM (paper I). Viable cell density 
(filled circles), dead cell density (open circles) and antibody concentration (filled squares).  

growth factors are added to these basal media. BSA substitutes for the carrier-function of 

the serum proteins with respect to solubilisation and distribution of certain nutrients and 

transferrin transports iron into the cells. The most common growth factor added to 

mammalian cell cultures is insulin, which enhances nutrient uptake and induces growth 

by binding to membrane bound receptors (Mohan, 1989).  

Serum-free media for hybridoma and myeloma cells usually contain albumin, tranferrin, 

insulin, selenite, β-mercaptoethanol, ethanolamine, linoleic acid, oleic acid and palmitic 

acid (reviewed by Murakami, 1989). Myeloma cells have a higher need for lipids than 

hybridoma cells and serum-free media is obtained by also adding lipoproteins (Murakami 

et al, 1982a; Kawamoto et al, 1983; Shacter, 1987). The most common source for lipid 

delivery in NS0 cell cultures is BSA together with bovine low density lipoproteins 

(LDL). In the present investigation (paper I), a basal hybridoma serum-free medium 

(HSFM; Invitrogen) supplemented with BSA and LDL was initially used. The medium 

was also supplemented with yeastolate to ease the adaptation of the cells to serum-free 

conditions. Yeastolate contains amino acids as well as factors, which promote cell growth 

of certain cell lines (Eriksson and Häggström, 2005). The composition of HSFM is 

proprietary but the only proteins present are transferrin and insulin. The HSFM based 
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medium supported NS0 cell growth to the same extent as previously obtained with serum 

after a period of adaptation (not shown). 

3.2 Defined protein and animal component-free cultivation 

Serum-free hybridoma cultures generally contain transferrin and insulin as the only 

protein sources. To obtain protein-free conditions, transferrin can be replaced by ferric 

citrate (Kovar, 1988) and insulin has been shown redundant in many hybridoma cell 

cultures (Shacter, 1987; Darfler, 1990; Zhou and Hu, 1995). Transferrin and insulin can 

be replaced/removed also in myeloma cell cultures (Keen and Hale, 1996) but animal 

component-free media are difficult to obtain due to the high lipid requirement of the cells. 

Removal of the BSA proteins and the bovine derived LDL in NS0 cell cultures has 

required great efforts (Gorfien et al., 2000; Seamans et al., 1994; Keen and Steward, 

1995). Keen and Steward showed that NS0 cells, like their ancestral cell line NS1  

(Sato et al., 1984), are cholesterol auxotrophs and that a defined medium supplemented 

with cholesterol and phosphatidylcholine supports growth to 1.5 x 106 cells mL-1. The 

lipid-carrier function of BSA was obtained by instead adding the cyclic oligosaccharide 

β-cyclodextrin (Yamane et al., 1981; Ohmori, 1988; Keen and Steward, 1995; Christian 

et al., 1997). Since cholesterol was not available in synthetic form at the time and also 

due to precipitation in the medium, the cells were adapted to cholesterol independence 

resulting in a maximum cell density of 2.4 x 106 cells mL-1 (Keen and Steward, 1995). 

Today there are several water-soluble animal component-free lipid emulsions on the 

market, usually with proprietary content. Adaptation to cholesterol independence may 

nevertheless be advantageous since a high lipid content may complicate the down-stream 

purification process. The lacking enzyme in NS0 cholesterol biosynthesis was recently 

identified (Seth et al., 2006), which opens for genetic modifications of the cell line.  

In the medium developed in the present study (paper I), BSA and LDL were first 

replaced with a lipid emulsion containing cod liver oil and sheep wool cholesterol 

(Maiorella et al, 1988) together with β-cyclodextrin. The cod liver oil was later 

substituted by phosphatidylcholine and synthetic cholesterol was instead used. The 

manner by which the phosphatidylcholine-cholesterol lipid solution was prepared and  
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Table 2.  Composition of RITM01 comprised of a basal serum-free and protein-free hybridoma 
medium (Hybrimax) to which supplements were added. The concentrations listed are in mg L-1. 

Substance Supplement Total   Supplement  Total   
INORGANIC      L-tryptophan 40  45  
SALTS     L-tyrosine 20  41. 4 
AlCl3 6H20   0.  001 L-valine 130  221  
NH4VO3   0.  0006      
BaCl2   0.  002 VITAMINS     
CaCl2    33. 3 D-biotin   0.  11 
CoCl2 6H2O   0.  002 Choline chloride   13. 96 
CrK(SO4)2   0.  001 Flavin adenine      
CuSO4 5H2O   0.  0051         dinucleotide   0.  02 
FeC6H5O7 25  25  Folic acid   1. 32 
FeSO4 7H2O   0.  834 Myo-inositol   18  
GeO2   0.  0005 Niacinamide   6. 5 
LiCl   10  D-pantothenic      
MgCl    57. 6     acid 1/2Ca   3. 5 
MnCl    0.  0001 Pyridoxine HCl   0.  2 
Na2MoO4 2H2O   0.  0001 Riboflavin   0.  038 
NiNO3 6H2O   0.  0002 Thiamine HCl   0.  34 
KBr   0.  0001 α-Tocopherol acetate 1. 85 2  
KCl   224  Vitamin B12   1. 36 
KI   0.  0001      
RbCl   0.  00001 OTHER     
AgCl   0.  0000044 Adenine   0.  4 
NaHCO3 3050  3050  β-Cyclodextrin 1000  1000  
NaCl   7599  Cholesterol 4. 5 4. 5 
NaF   0.  004 Citric acid H2O   25  
Na2HPO4    397. 39 Diniloleoyl 

phosphatidylcholo 
    

Na2SeO2   0.  03    phosphatidylcholine  
phosphatidylcholine 
phophosphatidylcholo
ne 

  0. 5 
SnCl2    0.  0001 Distearyol     
TiO2   0.  001    phosphatidylcholine   0. 5 
ZnSO4 7H2O   0.  863 Ethanol 790  790  
     Ethanolamine 3HCl   3  
AMINO ACIDS     EDTA 2Na   5. 5 
Glycine 60  67. 5 Oxalacetic acid   5  
L-alanine 200  209  Progesterone   0. 006 
L-arginine 90  264  Sodium nitroprusside   5. 7 
L-asparagine 60  89. 9 Spermine 3HCl   0.  5 
L-aspartic acid 80  93. 3 Taurine   30  
L-citrulline   5  Tween 80 25  25. 2 
L-cysteine 40  64. 1 Glucose   5202  
L-glutamine 340  736  HEPES 4800  4800  
L-glutamic acid 330  344. 7 Hypoxanthine   4. 08 
L-histidine 20  72. 6 Linoelic acid   0.  084 
L-isoleucine 100  264  Thioctic acid   0.  121 
L-leucine 160  293  Pluronic-F68 1000  1000  
L-lysine 110  200. 7 Phenol red Na   4. 2 
L-methionine 50  65  Phosphatidylcholine 6. 7 6. 7 
L-ornithine   8  Putrescine HCl   0.  161 
L-phenylalanine 100  155  Pyruvic acid Na   110  
L-proline 50  84. 5 Thymidine   0. 8 
L-serine 90  141  MOPS   3135  
L-threonine 80  91. 9      
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Figure 2. Shake-flask culture of NS0 cells in RITM01 (paper I). Viable cell density  
(filled circles), dead cell density (open circles) and antibody concentration (filled squares).  

added to the medium differed compared to that for Keen and Steward (1995) and no 

precipitation was observed even after long-term storage. In short, 1 mL of absolute 

ethanol lipid solution containing 25 mg tween 80, 6.7 mg phosphatidylcholine, 1.85 mg 

α-tocopherol and 4.5 mg cholesterol was added under heavy stirring to 50 mL medium in 

which 1 g pluronic F-68 had been dissolved (Maiorella et al, 1988). This solution was 

then used to prepare 1 L of culture medium. Since HSFM is proprietary, this basal 

medium was replaced with a defined serum-free and protein-free hybridoma medium 

(Hybrimax; Sigma-Aldrich; Table 2; Darfler, 1990) to which ferric citrate and insulin was 

added. Hybrimax contains thymidine from fish sperm and was therefore ordered specially 

without thymidine (and also with modifications in the glucose and glutamine 

concentrations for fed-batch cultivation) and synthetic thymidine was instead added. To 

obtain a completely defined medium, yeastolate also had to be removed. This resulted in 

a drastic drop in the maximum cell density but when the same amounts of amino acids as 

that supplied with the yeastolate (determined with amino acid HPLC analysis) were 

added, cell growth was restored. This indicated that the amino acid requirements are high 

and also that no other components in yeastolate are necessary for NS0 cell proliferation. 

At this stage, insulin could also be removed and the defined protein and animal 

component-free medium obtained was named RITM01 (Table 2). The maximum cell 

density was approximately the same as that obtained in serum and the product 
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concentration was increased to 195 mg L-1 (Fig. 2). This increase in the product yield was 

the result of a longer culture time as the specific proliferation rate (µN) was significantly 

lower in RITM01 compared to the serum medium. The specific product formation rate 

also increased slightly at the end of the culture (paper I). 

4 FED-BATCH CULTIVATION 

In batch mode, no other nutrients are supplied than those added with the culture medium 

from the beginning. Depletion of certain substrates will therefore eventually occur and 

the cell yield is usually relatively low. Increasing the initial amounts of the depleted 

substances is not an option due to limitations in the solubility and due to potential toxic 

and adverse metabolic effects on the cells at high concentrations. Instead, consumed 

nutrients should be replenished continuously during culture by the use of perfusion or 

fed-batch cultivation techniques. Compared to perfusion culture, fed-batch offers a high 

product yield with minimum medium usage and a lower risk for bacterial infections. A 

potential problem is however the accumulation of metabolic by-products and other cell-

derived substances, which may limit the cell and product yields. The classical definition 

of a fed-batch is to limit the supply of a substrate, usually glucose, as a tool for 

controlling the specific growth rate. This is however not possible for animal cells since 

apoptosis would be induced by too low substrate concentrations. A fed-batch culture for 

animal cells is more a matter of limiting the formation of metabolic by-products and 

supplying nutrients. The aim of using fed-batch cultivation in the present investigation 

was to reach a situation where neither the nutrient supply nor the accumulation of the 

metabolic by-products lactate and ammonium limited cell yield.  

4.1 Control of the energy metabolism  

Continuous cell lines utilise both glucose and glutamine as substrates for energy 

production. In analogy with the catabolism of glucose via glycolysis, catabolism of 

glutamine is termed glutaminolysis (McKeehan, 1982). The metabolic rates are also 

drastically increased in these cancerous cells compared to normal cells. This is a result of 

enhanced glucose uptake (Flier et al., 1987), a deregulated glycolysis (Argilés and  
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Lópes-Soriano, 1990) and the presence of additional enzymes or more active isoforms of 

particular enzymes participating in the replenishment of anabolic precursors of the 

tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) (Sauer et al., 1978; McKeehan, 1986; Neerman and 

Wagner, 1996; Vriezen et al., 1998; Street at al., 1993; reviewed by Häggström, 2000). 

Surplus pyruvate formed in glycolysis is reduced to lactate, a waste product of the 

glucose metabolism, and glutamine metabolism is accompanied by excretion of 

ammonium and alanine. Since lactate and ammonium may potentially inhibit cell growth 

(discussed further below) different methods have to be applied in order to decrease the 

accumulation of these metabolites. They may either be removed from the culture medium 

as they are formed (Iio et al, 1985; Tharakan et al., 1988; Frahm et al., 2003) or the 

formation itself may be reduced. The most practical way to decrease the formation rates 

is to apply glucose and glutamine limitation, as shown in hybridoma cell cultures 

(Glacken, 1988; Miller et al., 1988a; Kurokawa et al., 1993; Ljunggren and Häggström, 

1994). By keeping the concentration of glucose and glutamine low during the entire 

culture, the specific consumption rates of these substrates decrease as well as the specific 

formation rates for lactate and ammonium. The degree of limitation has to be determined 

empirically; too low concentrations of glucose and glutamine would result in apoptosis 

and too high concentrations would not minimise lactate and ammonium formation. The 

concentration of each substrate also has to be determined in relation to the other since the 

metabolism of glucose and glutamine are closely intertwined (Ljunggren and Häggström, 

1994; Martinelle et al., 1998; Häggström, 2000).  

Previous publications on fed-batch cultivation of NS0 cells have exclusively involved 

GS-engineered cells, which are cultured under glutamine-free conditions. Glucose is 

usually fed to ensure supply of this nutrient but neither lactate nor ammonium 

accumulates to potentially inhibitory levels, and substrate limitation as means for 

minimising by-product accumulation is therefore not needed. Recombinant protein 

production with the NS0 cells used in the present investigation was however not obtained 

with the GS expression system and consequently significant amounts of lactate and 

ammonium were produced in culture. A continuous supply of glucose and glutamine at 

levels lower than that used initially in batch was shown to decrease the production of 

lactate and ammonium (Fig. 3). In the subsequent fed-batch cultivations performed 
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(paper III), the glucose and glutamine concentrations were kept at levels low enough to 

reduce by-product accumulation but not low enough to claim that glucose and glutamine 

limited fed-batch conditions prevailed. Nevertheless, the specific consumption rates for 

glucose and glutamine and the specific formation rates for lactate and ammonium were 

comparable or even lower than for hybridoma cells in a glucose and glutamine limited 

fed-batch (Ljunggren and Häggström, 1994).  

 
Figure 3. Batch culture (circles) and glucose and glutamine fed-batch culture (squares) of NS0 
cells in a bioreactor. a) Glucose concentration (closed symbols) and lactate concentration (open 
symbols). b) Glutamine concentration (closed symbols) and ammonium concentration (open 
symbols). The maximum cell density was 2.3 x 106 cells mL-1 in batch culture and 2.4 x 106 cells 
mL-1 in the glucose and glutamine fed-batch culture. A lower initial concentration of glutamine in 
the fed-batch culture could unfortunately not be used since the basal medium contained 
approximately 1.8 mM glutamine when delivered. Unpublished data. 

4.2 Lactate, ammonium and osmolarity 

Negative effects of high lactate concentrations are mainly related to acidification of the 

culture medium. As long as the pH is controlled at the physiological level, 30 mM lactate 

has been shown not to affect hybridoma cells (Miller et al., 1988b; Hassel et al, 1991; 

Ozturk et al., 1992). The base addition needed for pH adjustment may however increase 

the osmolarity to unwanted levels. In the last fed-batch performed (paper III), the 

concentration of lactate reached 21 mM at the most (Fig. 4). The osmolarity increased to 
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potentially inhibitory levels (Bibilia et al., 1994; Øyaas et al., 1994; Wu et al., 2004) as a 

result of base and feed addition (Fig. 4).  

The negative effects of ammonium are of greater concern than that for lactate. Formation 

of toxic compounds such as UDP-activated hexose amines (Ryll et al., 1994), a restricted 

glutaminolysis and intracellular acidification (Martinelle and Häggström, 1993, Westlund 

and Häggström, 1998) are suggested mechanisms behind these effects. Traditionally, a 

level of 2 mM ammonium has been regarded as inhibitory (Hassel et al, 1990; Ozturk  

et al., 1991) but studies where the concentration of ammonium was increased gradually, 

allowing the cells to adapt to the new conditions, show that hybridoma cells are not 

significantly affected by levels as high as 10 mM (Miller et al., 1988b; Newland et al., 

1994). In fed-batch, the ammonium concentration reached this value (Fig. 4) and it 

cannot be excluded that the cells were affected negatively. In addition, high ammonium 

levels may affect the quality of the protein product as a result of an altered glycosylation 

pattern, manifested as an increased antennarity of the attached carbohydrates and 

decreased terminal sialylations (Valley et al., 1999; Yang and Butler, 2000). Whether this 

has a negative impact on IgG antibodies is not clear (Barnabé and Butler, 1998). 

 
Figure 4. Lactate concentration (squares), ammonium concentration (circles) and osmolarity 
(diamonds) in bioreactor fed-batch of NS0 cells with a fed containing glucose, glutamine, lipids, 
amino acids,vitamins, sodium selenite, ethanolamine and selected salts. Data from paper III.  
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4.3 Nutrient supply - cell and product yield 

Fed-batch cultures of NS0 cells have previously been performed in serum-free but not 

protein-free media (Bibila et al., 1994; Robinson et al., 1995; Zhou et al., 1997a; Sauer et 

al., 2000; deZengotita et al., 2000; Dempsey et al., 2003). Viable cell densities of  

10 x 106 cells mL-1 and antibody titres of 1.3 g L-1 have been obtained (deZengotita et al., 

2000). Feed solutions for hybridoma and myeloma cells usually include glucose, 

glutamine and amino acids, and occasionally also vitamins and salts (reviewed by Xie 

and Zhou, 2006).  Advanced stoichiometric models involving measurements of the 

oxygen uptake rate (OUR) and estimations of the specific substrate consumption rates are 

used for monitoring the nutritional requirements of the cultures (Xie and Wang, 1994; 

Higareda et al., 1997; Zhou et al., 1997b). Limitations in these models however do exist 

since the specific substrate consumption rates change over time as a result of changes in 

the cell physiology as the culture conditions are altered. Instrumentations for direct on-

line measurement and regulation of glucose and glutamine concentrations are under 

development but not yet fully implemented for market sale.  

In the present investigation (paper III), a protein-free fed-batch process was developed 

for the NS0 cells. The feed supply was optimised in a step-wise manner by evaluating 

possible depletion of the components in RITM01 during culture. Depletion of measurable 

compounds was determined by direct analysis of spent medium while compounds that 

could not be measured were tested in parallel shake-flask cultures. For this purpose, cell 

suspension was removed from the bioreactor prior to cessation of proliferation and 

further cultivated in shake-flasks supplemented with the substance to be tested. If a 

positive effect on cell growth was observed, this indicted that an additional supply of that 

substance in fed-batch culture would be beneficial. The first substances to be fed were 

glucose and glutamine. This did not increase cell yield compared to batch, where a cell 

density of 2.3 x 106 cells mL-1 and an antibody concentration of 65 mg L-1 was obtained, 

even though glutamine was seemingly depleted during the batch culture (not shown). 

Parallel shake-flask cultures however indicated lipid deprivation, and when lipid solution 

(4.5 mg cholesterol, 6.7 mg phosphatidylcholine, 1.85 mg α-tocopherol and 25 mg tween 

80 in absolute ethanol) was added to the feed, the maximum cell density was increased to  
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4.9 x 106 cells mL-1 (Fig. 5). Cancer cells have a much higher need for cholesterol than 

normal cells since their cell membranes are several-fold richer in cholesterol (Coleman 

and Lavietes, 1981; Pederson, 1978). This requirement is usually met by a high 

endogenous production, but since NS0 cells are cholesterol auxotrophs an external supply 

is a prerequisite for growth. Assuming that the lipids present in the culture medium from 

the beginning were enough to support the cells formed in the batch culture, the lipid 

requirement for NS0 cells was estimated to roughly 1 mL lipid solution per 2 x 109 cells.  

 
Figure 5. Fed-batch culture of NS0 cells with a feed solution containing glucose, glutamine and 
lipids (paper III). Viable cell density (closed circles), dead cell density (open circles) and 
antibody concentration (closed squares).  

As a next step, amino acids were also added to the feed at concentrations estimated to 

replenish all amino acids at the same rate as they were consumed. The feed profile was 

designed to correspond to the growth profile of the cells, and the specific consumption 

rates were assumed to be constant at values calculated from previous cultures. The new 

feed with amino acids did not increase the cell yield further (not shown) but shake-flask 

cultures performed in parallel clearly indicated that vitamins were at suboptimal levels, 

and possibly also ethanolamine and sodium selenite, during the glucose, glutamine, 

amino acid and lipid supplemented fed-batch. Results from vitamin analysis (performed 

by Sigma-Aldrich) indicated that riboflavin and pyridoxine might be limiting. Vitamins 

function as precursors for numerous enzymes and cofactors as well as reducing agents 
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protecting the cells from oxidative stress (Yamamoto and Niwa, 1993). Ethanolamine and 

the vitamin inositol are building blocks in lipid synthesis (Murakami et al, 1982b), and 

selenite is necessary for the activity of the glutathione transferase system (Kovar and 

Franek, 1984; Shacter, 1987). Part of the positive effect observed in the shake-flask 

cultures may be related to an increased supply of reducing agents. Cancerous cells have a 

decreased ability to scavenge for radicals due to low superoxide dismutase and catalase 

activities (Oberley et al., 1980) and in the bioreactor where the oxygen tension was 

controlled with 100% oxygen gas the need for antioxidants is most probably high.  

Even though it was not fully determined if all of the vitamins (those present in RITM01), 

ethanolamine and sodium selenite where necessary to add, supplementation with these 

substances together had a profound effect on cell growth in the subsequent fed-batch 

culture. Whether the amino acids also contributed to the effect is not known since a fed-

batch with glucose, glutamine, lipid, vitamins, sodium selenite and ethanolamine was 

never performed. The maximum cell concentration obtained was more than 8 x 106 cells 

mL-1 and the final antibody concentration was around 600 mg L-1 (Fig. 6). Compared to 

batch, this fed-batch was diluted approximately 1.25-fold, meaning that the actual 

increase in cell yield per litre start culture volume was even higher, estimated to around 

 
Figure 6. Fed-batch culture of NS0 cells with a feed solution containing glucose, glutamine, 
lipids, amino acids, vitamins, sodium selenite and ethanolamine (paper III). Viable cell density 
(closed circles), dead cell density (open circles) and antibody concentration (closed squares). 
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10 x 106 cells (mL start culture)-1. Since the declining phase was slow and characterised 

by a continued production of the recombinant antibody (which was not the case in batch), 

the increase in the number of cell hours for product formation was even more significant 

than the increase in the maximum cell density, resulting in a final antibody yield of 

almost 800 mg (L start culture)-1 (paper III). 

4.4 Trace components in RITM01 

In addition to glucose, lipids, amino acids, vitamins, sodium selenite and ethanolamine, 

RITM01 contains several substances at trace amounts that were not fed during fed-batch 

culture (Table 2). Calcium, magnesium and potassium were not depleted as determined 

by trace element analysis performed by Sigma-Aldrich. Manganese, phosphorous, iron, 

lithium and zinc were also added to the fed in a last fed-batch culture, resulting in a small 

but not significant increase in cell and product yield (not shown). The formulation of 

RITM01 in terms of trace elements and the substances listed as “other” is based on the 

composition of a protein-free medium for hybridoma cells denoted ABC and developed 

by Darfler (1990). This medium was also the basis for the media developed for myeloma 

cells by Keen and colleagues (Keen and Steward, 1995; Keen, 1995; Keen and Hale, 

1996). The trace element composition of the ABC medium was chosen to substitute for 

the metals supplied with serum and their importance was tested as a group. It is therefore 

not known if all of them are necessary or how high amounts that are required. Of the 

remaining components, fatty acids are already supplied in high amounts through the 

phosphatidylcholine, and hypoxantine and thymidine are superfluous since NS0 cells are 

deficient in the salvage pathway and exclusively synthesise DNA de novo. Neither of the 

compounds adenine, citric acid, oxaloacetic acid, pyruvic acid, citrulline, ornithine and 

taurine (Leidinger et al., 1993) should be necessary since the cells are able to produce 

these substances by own means and sodium nitroprusside is not needed when ferric 

citrate is added (Kovar, 1988; Darfler, 1990). The polyamines putrescine and spermine 

have no growth supporting effect on hybridoma cells (Kovar and Franek, 1984) even 

though they may benefit protein production (Kovar, 1988), and the purpose of adding 

EDTA is to reduce the formation of radicals (Darfler, 1990). In addition to this, Darfler’s 

medium contains progesterone since this compound was shown to induce hybridoma cell 
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growth (Darfler, 1990) and an experiment where extra progesterone was added to NS0 

cell cultures it was shown that also these cells are responsive towards this small steroid 

hormone (unpublished data not shown).  

To obtain an indication of whether a basal medium as rich as Hybrimax is necessary for 

NS0 cell growth, a medium based on the considerably poorer basal medium DMEM:F12 

(Invitrogen) was prepared. The medium was supplemented with approximately the same 

amounts of glucose, ferric citrate, lipids, amino acids and vitamins as in RITM01. After 

six three-day passages in this DMEM:F12 based medium, cell yield was comparable to 

that in RITM01 even though the growth rate was decreased slightly (Fig. 7). This 

suggests that a medium without aluminium, barium, copper, chromium, germanium, 

bromine, iodine, rubidium, silver, fluorine, titanium, adenine, citric acid, EDTA, 

oxaloacetic acid, progesterone, sodium nitroprusside, spermine, taurine and thioctic acid 

may be used for NS0 cell cultivation and that these compounds therefore should not be 

the limiting the fed-batch culture. 

 
Figure 7. Shake-flask culture of NS0 cells in DMEM:F12 supplemented with glucose, ferric 
citrate, lipids, amino acids and vitamins to approximately the same concentrations as in RITM01. 
Six three-day passages were performed before growth was measured (closed circles) and 
compared to a shake-flask culture in RITM01, which was subcultured in parallel (open circles). 
Unpublished data. 
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5 REGULATION OF PROLIFERATION 

Optimisation of the cultivation processes for production of recombinant proteins has 

almost exclusively been performed with the focus on nutrient supply and control of 

metabolic by-product accumulation. It is however clear that even under nutritionally and 

metabolically favourable conditions, animal cells cease to proliferate after some time in a 

culture. The relatively low cell densities obtained is a major obstacle since the product 

yields consequently become low and the recombinant proteins expensive. The traditional 

supplementation of animal cell culture media with serum supplies the cells with 

numerous growth factors and depletion of these factors affects the cells negatively. 

However, many industrial cell lines have also been adapted to grow without these growth 

factors in protein-free media. Adaptation to protein-free conditions takes time, usually 

weeks or sometimes months, before cell proliferation is restored to that previously 

obtained with serum (as also shown in paper I). If the cell cycle machinery of the 

cancerous cells had been mutated to such an extent that no growth factors were required, 

one would expect that transfer to growth factor-free media would be possible without any 

significant effect on the cells. Therefore, it may be suggested that when continuous cell 

lines grow during protein-free conditions they produce their own autocrine growth factors 

for regulation of proliferation. Consequently, the explanation for termination of culture 

may be sought in the genetic background of the cell itself. Cancer cells within the somatic 

environment are known to secret factors which induce or inhibit tumour cell growth 

(Sporn and Roberts, 1985), but the possibility that also continuous cell lines produce 

autocrine growth factors is not a well explored area of research. Factors necessary for 

inducing cell division may be produced initially during culture, but after some time these 

effects may be lost due to a decreased production or due to the production of other factors 

with inhibitory effects. Identifying factors in animal cell cultures that affects cell 

proliferation, and understanding their mechanism of action would then constitute an 

invaluable tool for developing new methods for improving and controlling cell culture 

performance. In this chapter, autocrine growth factors in NS0 cell cultures will be 

addressed.  
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5.1 Indirect demonstrations of autocrine factors in culture 

The presence of autocrine growth factors in animal cell cultures can be indirectly 

demonstrated by studying the effects of inoculum cell density and/or conditioned (spent) 

medium (CM) on cell growth. Such studies have previously been performed on several 

hybridoma cell lines but not on the myeloma cell line NS0. Even though limited 

information is given about the nature and identity of the specific factors involved, these 

investigations constitute a valuable basis for further experiments.  

5.1.1 Inoculum cell density  

Already in the nineteen sixties, it was observed that a critical initial cell density (cID) was 

required for successful growth of chick embryo cells in tissue culture (Rubin, 1966; Rein 

and Rubin, 1968). It was also shown that the initial specific proliferation rate (µN) was 

directly proportional to the initial cell concentration. Further, adding CM decreased the 

cID and it was suggested that this was due to the presence of autocrine growth factors. 

Later studies have shown that also continuous hybridoma cell lines are affected by the 

inoculum cell density (Tharakan and Chau, 1986; Velez et al., 1986; Miyata et al., 1988; 

Glacken et al., 1988; Takazawa et al., 1988; Lee et al., 1989; Ozturk and Pålsson, 1990;  

 
Figure 8. Shake-flask cultures or NS0 cells in RITM01 inoculated with 1 x 105 (closed circles),  
2 x 105 (open circles), 3 x 105 (closed squares), 4 x 105 (open squares), 5 x 105 (closed diamonds) 
and 6 x 105 (open diamonds) cells mL-1. Unpublished data. 
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Lee et al., 1992). By increasing the amount of added serum or specific growth factors the 

cID could be decreased to levels necessary during e.g. single cell cloning, and by 

increasing the initial cell density serum could be omitted from culture.  

In the present investigation a suitable initial NS0 cell density had to be determined for 

experiments where potential effects of added substances were to be evaluated. An initial 

cell density below the cID would not support proliferation and a too high initial cell 

density would generate such a high level of autocrine growth factors that the effects of 

the added substance would not be seen. Shake-flask cultures of NS0 cells inoculated in 

the range of 1-6 x 105 cells mL-1 showed that an initial cell density of 1 x 105 cells mL-1 

resulted in different growth characteristics compared to the cultures with a higher initial 

cell density, manifested by a lower initial specific proliferation rate (µN) and a lower 

maximum cell density (Fig. 8). In the following experiments (paper I, II and IV) this 

inoculum cell density was used. The cID for NS0 cells in RITM01 is most probably 

slightly below 1 x 105 cells mL-1 since occasional unwanted inoculation below this value 

resulted in cell death or a decrease in the viable cell density before growth begun. 

5.1.2 Conditioned medium  

Ozturk and Pålsson (1990) showed that hybridoma cells in a protein-free medium were 

positively influenced by CM addition. In serum supplemented medium no effect could be 

observed, most probably due to the large number of growth factors already supplied with  

the serum. It has also been shown that adherent hybridoma cells in T-flasks are more 

easily grown than cells in suspension cultures, which may be explained by a faster local 

accumulation of autocrine growth factors in the static cultures (Lee et al., 1992). In 

addition to this, hybridoma cells have been suggested to produce factors that inhibit cell 

growth (Kidwell, 1989; Rønning et al., 1991).  

In the present investigation (paper I), it was clearly demonstrated that supplementation 

of NS0 cell cultures with concentrated four-day CM has a positive effect on proliferation 

(Fig. 9a). The effect was not a result of an increased supply of medium components since 

adding concentrated fresh medium had a slightly negative effect on cell growth. To 

further characterise the factor(s) generating the positive effect, the concentrated CM was 
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fractionated by gel-filtration chromatography. New NS0 cell cultures were supplemented 

with the individual fractions and it was shown that factors eluting at around 20-25 kDa 

had a positive effect on cell growth (Fig. 9b). Consequently, part of the inducing effect of 

adding CM can be attributed to factor(s) within this molecular mass range.  

 
Figure 9. a) Shake-flask culture of NS0 cells supplemented with 10-fold concentrated CM taken 
from a four-day preculture. No supplementation (open squares), concentrated CM at 2.5% v/v 
(closed circles), control with concentrated fresh medium at 2.5% v/v (open circles). b) Shake-
flask culture of NS0 cells supplemented with gel-filtration fractionated concentrated four-day 
CM. No supplementation (open squares), fraction eluting at 20-25 kDa at 30% v/v (closed 
circles), control with the corresponding fraction from concentrated fractionated fresh medium at 
30% v/v (open circles). Data from paper I. 

5.1.3 Growth rate characteristics 

The µN of animal cells usually decreases early in a culture. In batch and fed-batch of NS0 

cells, µN decreased from day two and day three, respectively (Fig. 10; paper I and III). 

This early decline in the rate of cell division cannot be explained by nutrient depletion or 

accumulation of lactate and ammonium.  In serum supplemented hybridoma cell cultures 

it has been shown that when serum is added intermittently instead of all at once, µN 

becomes constant (Ljunggren and Häggström, 1995). The conclusion was that depletion 

of growth factors present in serum is the reason for the declining µN. In analogy, the 

decline during serum-free cultivation may be explained by a decrease in the available 
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autocrine growth factors. The production of positive factors may decrease, or negative 

factors may be produced which sequesters or destroy the inducing factors. 

Since batch cultures of NS0 cells are terminated by nutrient depletion at a relatively low 

cell density, it is difficult to investigate production of negative autocrine growth factors in 

shake-flasks. No indications for presence of inhibitory factors were found when the 

fractions from gel-filtrated CM were added to new NS0 cell cultures, but it cannot be 

excluded that possible negative effects are evident only at higher cell densities than that 

obtained in shake-flask. In the present investigation (paper III), the aim was to develop a 

fed-batch culture for the NS0 cells where nutrient depletion and accumulation of 

metabolic by-products were eliminated as limiting the cell yield. Negative effects on cell 

growth related to autocrine regulation of proliferation would then be possible to study. 

No obvious depletion of nutrients could be detected in the last fed-batch but the 

concentration of ammonium and the high osmolarity may have inhibited the cells. 

Nevertheless, the difference in the growth characteristics during the declining phase in 

batch and fed-batch was interesting. NS0 cells constitutively express the transcription 

factor c-Myc, which is one of the most predominant features of myeloma cells and also a 

prerequisite for the high rate of proliferation (Potter and Wiener, 1992; Pratt, 2002). 

 
Figure 10. Specific proliferation rate during bioreactor batch (open circles) and fed-batch culture 
with a feed containing glucose, glutamine, amino acids, lipids, sodium selenite, ethanolamine and 
selected salts (closed circles) (paper III). 
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Expression of c-myc under conditions when appropriate signals for cell proliferation/ 

survival are lacking is characterised by a continued cell division with the concomitant 

induction of apoptosis, known as abortive proliferation (Chung et al., 1997).  This is 

manifested as a continued increase in the total cell density even though the viable  

cell density decreases, a behaviour that was observed in the last NS0 fed-batch. In this 

fed-batch, µN never reached zero since the total cell density increased throughout the 

culture. However, in batch and a previous fed-batch known to be terminated by nutrient 

depletion, no further cell division was observed when the viable density declined  

(Fig. 11). Since sufficient nutrient supply de facto is necessary for the generation of an 

increasing cell mass, these data indicate that nutrient depletion is not the reason for cell 

death in the last optimised fed-batch. Even though it cannot be excluded that factors such 

as osmolarity and ammonium may be involved, a plausible explanation for the observed 

abortive proliferation pattern is a lack of, or an imbalance in the available autocrine 

growth/survival factors during culture.  

 
Figure 11. Viable (closed circles) and total (open circles) cell density in a) bioreactor batch 
culture, b) nutrient depleted fed-batch culture with a feed containing glucose, glutamine and 
lipids and c) seemingly nutrient sufficient fed-batch culture with a feed containing glucose, 
glutamine, amino acids, lipids, sodium selenite, ethanolamine and selected salts. Data from  
paper III. 

5.2 Identification and evaluation of specific cell-derived proteins 

Identifying the specific factors involved in autocrine regulation of proliferation is a 

considerably more difficult task than to demonstrate their presence. Several autocrine 

loops may cooperate and each loop may be comprised of several factors. In the present 
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study, extracellular proteins in NS0 CM and receptors present in the cell membrane were 

identified and evaluated. Information given in the literature on human myleoma cells and 

different growth factors was also exploited. Human myeloma cells are formed 

spontaneously in the plasma cell malignancy multiple myeloma (MM), and even though 

the origin of the pristine-oil induced murine plasmacytomas is different from human 

myeloma cells, the extensive knowledge on MM formation/progression may be relevant 

also for regulation of proliferation in mouse myeloma cells. There is a large number of 

cytokines suggested to be involved in MM including different interleukins, insulin-like 

growth factor, tumour necrosis factor, transforming growth factor and vascular 

endothelial growth factor (Berenson et al., 2000; Klein et al., 2003; Seidl et al., 2003). 

Interleukin (IL)-6 is by far the most well described protein in terms of promoting growth 

of the malignant myeloma cells. IL-6 together with IL-11, oncostatin M (OSM), 

leukaemia inhibitory factor (LIF), ciliary neurotropic factor (CNTF) and cardiotropin 1 

(CT-1) belong to the group of IL-6 like proteins, and both IL-6 and OSM have been 

suggested to be secreted as autocrine factors conferring growth of explanted human 

myeloma cells in culture (Gu et al., 1996; Villunger et al., 1996; Westendorf et al., 1996: 

Westendorf and Jelinek, 1996; Szczepek et al., 2001; Koskela et al., 2002). All of the  

IL-6 like proteins mediate signal transduction via the receptor subunit gp130 (Ernst and 

Jenkins 2004; Podar et al. 2005; Yasui et al. 2005) and the implications for this receptor 

in NS0 cell proliferation became one of the main interests during the present study. 

5.2.1 Secreted/released proteins  

Electrophoresis of the different fractions obtained by gel-filtration chromatography of 

NS0 CM showed that the cells produce a large number of proteins that are secreted to the 

culture medium (Fig. 12). Thirteen of the CM proteins were identified with N-terminal 

amino acid sequencing (Fig. 13); cyclophilin A, cyclophilin B, cystatin C, D-dopachrome 

tautomerase (DDT), IL-25, isopentenyl-diphosphate delta-isomerise (IPP), β2-micro-

globulin, macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF), niemann pick type C2  

(NPC2), secretory leukocyte protease inhibitor (SLPI), thioredoxin-1, tumour protein 

translationally controlled 1 (TPT1) and ubiquitin. In addition this, tumour necrosis factor 

(TNF)-α was identified with ELISA analysis (paper IV). All these proteins are known as 
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secreted/released proteins except for IPP, and the extracellular presence of this enzyme 

involved in the cholesterol metabolism may have originated from dead cells since the CM 

was heavily concentrated before sequencing.  

Thioredoxin, ubiquitin and a cyclophilin-like protein have also been shown to be present 

in CM of the insect cell line Sf9 (Svensson et al., 2005). Thioredoxin is known to be 

produced by many tumour cells and this redox protein have been suggested to enhance 

the response of the cells towards different growth factors but not to function as a growth 

factors in itself (Powis et al., 2000). Neither does NPC2 but its presence is nevertheless 

interesting in terms of its cholesterol binding properties (Ko et al., 2003). Extracellular 

ubiquitin, which is normally associated with intracellular protein degradation, have been 

shown to affect certain lymphoid cells in a negative manner (Daino et al., 2000). Whether 

ubiquitin affects also NS0 cells has not been investigated but no obvious negative effect 

of adding fraction number 22 (in which ubiquitin was identified) during the CM studies 

was observed. TPT (or histamine releasing factor) may activate normal B-cells (Kang et 

al., 2001) but possible effects on plasmacytomas have not been determined. β2-micro- 

 
Figure 12. Protein content in NS0 CM as depicted by SDS-PAGE of gel-filtration fractions  
from concentrated four-day CM (paper I). Size-exclusion chromatography was performed with  
a Superdex 75 column (GE Healthcare) with a separation span of 70-3 kDa. The proteins in the 
fractions shown to the far left is consequently comprised of all proteins or protein complexes 
larger that 70 kDa. Fraction number 15-17 generated a positive effect on NS0 cell growth when 
added to culture (paper I; the effect of fraction number 16 is shown in Fig. 9b). 
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No. Protein identity 
1 Isopentenyl-diphosphate delta-

isomerase (IPP) 
2 Tumour protein translationally-

controlled 1 (TPT1) 
3 Cyclophilin B 
4 Niemann pick type C2 (NPC2) 
5 D-Dopachrome tautomerase 

(DDT) 
6 Macrophage migration inhibitory 

factor (MIF) 
7 Cyclophilin A 
8 Interleukin 25 (IL-25) 
9 Cystatin C 

10 Secretory leukocyte protease 
inhibitor (SLPI) 

11 Thioredoxin 1 
12 β2-microglobulin 
13 Ubiquitin 

Figure 13. N-terminal amino acid sequencing of proteins in CM fractions number 16 and 22  
(Fig. 12). The fractions were concentrated further by freeze-drying before analysis. At least 
twelve N-terminal amino acids were identified and found identical to the matching protein entry 
at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast. 

globulin is a well known biochemical marker for MM with possible implications for bone 

cells but not for the malignant myeloma cells (Child and Kushwaha, 1984; Balint and 

Sprague, 2001). 

Cyclophilins (Yurchenko et al. 2001; Bukrinsky, 2002), IL-25 (Kawaguchi et al., 2004) 

and the protein homologues MIF and DDT (Nishihira et al., 1999; Mitchell and Bucala, 

2000; Sonesson et al., 2003) are proinflammatory proteins with possible growth factor 

functions. TNF-α is associated with the pathogenesis of MM and has been shown to 

induce growth of a murine plasmacytoma cell line (Le et al., 1988). Cyclophilin B, IL-25, 

MIF and TNF-α were however ruled out as autocrine growth factors in NS0 cell cultures 

since adding commercial versions of these proteins did not influence proliferation. The 

presence of the protease inhibitors cystatin C and SLPI in NS0 CM will be discussed 

further below. 
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5.2.2 Extracellular protease activity  

Extracellular protease activity in cultures of continuous cell lines has been demonstrated 

in several publications (Ghetie and Mihaescu, 1973; Sclaeger et al., 1987; Karl et al., 

1990; Van Erp et al., 1991; Kratje et al., 1994; Elliott et al., 2003). The general concern is 

that this activity may affect the quality of the recombinant product. Proteases are however 

known to be involved in many growth regulatory events (Neurath, 1984) and it is 

therefore not unlikely that protease activity may be involved in potential autocrine loops. 

Elimination of metalloprotease activity has been shown to completely abolish the positive 

effects of CM for the insect cell line Hi5 (Eriksson et al., 2005). Similar results were 

obtained when the proform of cathepsin L was removed from Sf9 insect cell cultures 

(Lindskog et al., 2006). In the present investigation (paper II), aspartic acid, serine and 

papain-like cysteine protease activities were detected in NS0 CM (Fig. 14).     

Mammalian proteases with activity at acidic pH consist predominantly of the lysosomal 

cathepsins. Cathepsins have been shown to be secreted by tumour cells and suggested to 

play a role in cancer progression by mechanisms distinct from protein degradation in the 

lysosomes (reviewed by Erickson, 1989). The most probable candidate for the aspartic 

acid protease activity found in the NS0 CM is cathepsin D. Cathepsin D-like aspartic acid 

protease activity has previously been detected in hybridoma cell cultures (Ghetie and 

Mihaescu, 1973; Sclaeger et al., 1987; Karl et al., 1990; Van Erp et al., 1991). This 

activity was shown to degrade immunoglobulins (Ghetie and Mihaescu, 1973; Van Erp et 

al., 1991), which was also demonstrated for the NS0-derived activity when CM was 

incubated at pH 3.5-4 (paper II). The papain-like cysteine protease activity consisted of 

at least two different cathepsins, of which one was cathepsin L. The proform of cathepsin 

L may possess hormonal functions at physiological pH (Ishidoh and Kominami, 1998; 

Lindskog, 2006) and this protease has also been associated with an increase in the 

tumourigenicity of myeloma and hybridoma cells (Kirschke et al., 2000; Weber et al., 

1994). Adding antibodies against pro/cathepsin L to NS0 cell cultures did however not 

affect cell growth, indicating that procathepsin L is not involved in NS0 cell proliferation.  
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Figure 14. Protease activity in concentrated NS0 CM as depicted by casein and gelatine 
zymography at different pH (paper II). 1-2) aspartic acid protease activity, 3) papain-like 
cysteine protease activity and 4-5) serine protease activity. The type of proteases present was 
determined by adding different protease inhibitors during the development of the zymogram gels 
(not shown). 

 
Figure 15. Supplementation of NS0 shake-flask cultures with aprotinin (paper II). No 
supplementation (open circles) and daily addition of 3 µg mL-1 aprotinin (closed circles).  
Mean of duplicate cultures. 

In contrast to the aspartic acid and cysteine protease activities, the serine proteases found 

in NS0 CM are active at culture pH (Fig. 14), which renders them particularly interesting 

in terms of proliferative effects. Adding the serine protease inhibitor aprotinin to NS0 cell 

cultures had a clear positive effect on cell growth (Fig. 15), suggesting that the serine 
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protease activities affect NS0 cells negatively. Positive effects of adding aprotinin to rat 

renal tissue cultures (Davis et al., 1976), rat hepatocytes (Asami et al., 1984; Nakamura  

et al., 1984) and rat embryo fibroblasts (Cook and Chen, 1988) have been shown 

previously. These effects were suggested to de a direct consequence of maintained cell-

integrity due to less degradation of membrane-bound proteins, or to a decreased 

proteolysis of autocrine growth factors (Davis et al., 1976; Cook and Chen, 1988). 

Alternatively, aprotinin may prevent the production of inhibitory/antagonistic factors 

such as soluble receptors (Hargreaves et al., 1998; Holen et al., 2001) or abolish the 

release/activation of negative factors by the serine proteases (Pandiella et al., 1992; Tijn 

et al., 2004). In this context, the presence of protease inhibitors in NS0 CM is most 

interesting (Fig. 13). It may be speculated that the serine protease inhibitor SLPI exerts 

positive effects on NS0 cells and that a balance between proteases and their inhibitors in 

NS0 cell cultures is crucial for optimal cell growth. 

5.2.3 Receptors  

In the search for NS0 derived, which may be involved in autocrine regulation of 

proliferation, gene expression profiling was performed using cDNA microarrays designed 

for detection of genes involved in oncogenesis, cell cycle regulation and apoptosis (paper 

IV). The hybridisation of total RNA prepared from one and four-day cultured cells was 

relatively weak which meant that expression of individual genes could not be excluded by 

lack of a visible spot. The results from the two hybridisations were very similar and the 

nylon expression array used for the four-day old cells is shown in Figure 16. The 

corresponding genes for the spots that were clearly visible by the eye are listed in Table 

3. Of the corresponding proteins encoded by these genes, IL-11, interferon (IFN)-γR, 

transforming growth factor (TGF)-βR1 and TNFR6 (Fig. 16) described as secreted 

growth factors or their receptors. Presence of TNFR6 (or Fas; Watanabe-Fukunaga et a., 

1992) associated with apoptosis, was not further investigated but a link with the produced 

TNF-α was excluded since neither addition of TNF-α or anti TNF-α antibodies affected 

the cells. Addition of antibodies against IFN-γR and also IFN-α/βR indicated that these 

receptors are not important for NS0 cells. Supplementation with TGF-β1 significantly 

impaired NS0 cell growth, clearly showing that the TGF-β1 receptor is produced by the  
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Table 3. Gene expression profiling of NS0 cells using AtlasTM Mouse cDNA Expression Arrays 
for detection of 588 genes involved in oncogenesis, cell cycle regulation and apoptosis. Total 
RNA from four-day cultured NS0 cells was extracted for the hybridisation (Fig. 16). The gene 
information and swissprot numbers were given in the AtlasTM users’ manual. Unpublished data. 

Swissprot number Gene information 
P23804 Q64330 Q61040 transformed mouse 3T3 cell double minute 2 
Q62187 transcription termination factor 1 
P01108 P70247 Q61422 myelocytomatosis oncogene 
P15066 Jun proto-oncogene related gene d1 
P28028 B-Raf proto-oncogene; serine/threonine-protein kinase (EC 2.7.1.-) 
P06803 proviral integration site 1 
P30280 cyclin D2 
P26350 prothymosin alpha 
P11499 heat shock protein, 84 kDa 1 
P07901 heat shock protein, 86 kDa 1 
P08003 calcium binding protein, intestinal 
P20029 Q61630 O35642 heat shock 70kD protein 5 (glucose-regulated protein, 78kD) 
 nuclear factor of kappa light chain gene enhancer in B-cells inhibitor, alpha 
P22893 P11520 zinc finger protein 36 
P47811 mitogen activated protein kinase 14 
P31938 mitogen activated protein kinase kinase 1 
Q61084 mitogen activated protein kinase kinase kinase 3 
P47809 mitogen activated protein kinase kinase 4 
Q60769 tumor necrosis factor, alpha-induced protein 3 
P31750 thymoma viral proto-oncogene 1 
P46966 P46968 O08552  defender against cell death 1 
P54731 Fas-associated factor 1 
P25446 tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily, member 6 
P70678 BH3 interacting (with BCL2 family) domain, apoptosis agonist 
Q01768 expressed in non-metastatic cells 2, protein (NM23B) (nucleoside 2P-kinase) 
Q62392 T-cell death associated gene 
Q62275 recombination activating gene 1 gene activation 
P54728 RAD23b homolog (S. cerevisiae) 
P70348 glial cells missing homolog 1 (Drosophila) 
Q60795 nuclear, factor, erythroid derived 2, like 2 
Q64693 POU domain, class 2, associating factor 1 
P36199 LIM homeobox protein 1 
Q13437 Q61067 split hand/foot deleted gene 1 
Q06831 SRY-box containing gene 4 
Q60722 Q64072 Q60721  transcription factor 4 
P27817 P22568 P43482 nuclease sensitive element binding protein 1 
Q64729 transforming growth factor, beta receptor I 
P15261 interferon gamma receptor 
P28843 dipeptidylpeptidase 4 
P14206 laminin receptor 1 (67kD, ribosomal protein SA) 
Q62432 MAD homolog 2 (Drosophila) 
P06745 glucose phosphate isomerase 1 complex 
P47873 interleukin 11 
Q61771 kinesin family member 3b 
P49935 cathepsin H 
P06803 proviral integration site 1 
P11576 P70198 tyrosine 3-monooxygenase/tryptophan 5-mono oxygenase activation protein  
P70297 signal transducing adaptor molecule (SH3 domain and ITAM motif) 1 
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cells also at the protein level. ELISA analysis however excluded production of the TGF-

β1 protein by NS0 cells (paper IV).   

Further studies of the effect of adding well-known growth factors to NS0 cell cultures 

showed that the cells express the receptor for IGF-I/II (paper IV).  Addition of antibodies 

against IGF or IGFR as well as ELISA analysis however suggested that IGF-I/II is not 

present in NS0 CM, which excludes an IGF autocrine loop. Lack of IGF-I/II production 

was also further supported by the fact that adding NS0 CM to insulin-free CHO cell 

cultures did not support growth of these cells (unpublished data not shown). The CHO 

cell line is dependent on external growth factor supply of insulin and/or IGF for 

activation of the IGF receptor.  

The finding the IL-11 mRNA was expressed by the cells directed the attention towards 

the IL-6 like group of proteins. ELISA analysis however excluded IL-6, IL-11 and LIF as 

produced by the cells and CNTF and CT-1 are most probably not produced by blood 

cells. Adding OSM to culture significantly improved NS0 cell growth, demonstrating the 

presence of a receptor for this protein but antibodies against OSM did not affect cell  

 

Figure 16. Gene expression profiling of four-day NS0 cells with AtlasTM cDNA microarrays. 1) 
myelocytomatosis oncogene (c-myc), 2) tumour necrosis factor receptor superfamily member 6, 
3) transforming growth factor beta receptor 1, 4) interferon gamma receptor, 5) interleukin-11. 
Data from paper IV. 
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growth, which suggests that neither this protein is produced by NS0 cells. Even though 

no obvious ligand for the receptor subunit gp130 could be detected, gene expression 

silencing of this receptor by siRNA inhibited cell growth significantly (Fig. 17a). The 

effect was almost as profound as when the oncogene c-myc was silenced (paper IV). 

When removal of gp130 activity at the protein level was attempted by adding neutralising 

anti-gp130 antibodies, seemingly contradictory results were obtained as a positive effect 

on proliferation was observed (Fig. 17b).  There are many possible explanations for this; 

the antibody may possess unexpected receptor inducing properties (Gu et al., 2000), 

sequestering of a non-identified ligand by the soluble form of gp130 may be abolished by 

the antibody (Narazaki et al., 1993), or alternative signal transduction pathways may by 

activated to compensate for the loss of gp130 mediated signalling with a net positive 

effect on proliferation (Ferlin et al., 2000; Mitsiades et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2002; 

French et al., 2003). To fully determine the mechanism by which the receptor gp130 is 

involved in NS0 cell proliferation further experiments have to be performed.  Even so, 

the results presented here clearly show that gp130 is important for NS0 cell growth and 

that autocrine regulation of proliferation may involve signalling via this receptor. 

 
Figure 17.  a) Transfection of NS0 cells with siRNA. No transfection (open circles), transfection 
with non-target specific siRNA (open squares) and transfection with mouse gp130 specific 
siRNA (closed circles). Mean of duplicates. b) Supplementation of NS0 cell cultures with mouse 
gp130 specific antibodies. No supplementation (open circles) and addition at 1 µg mL-1 at start of 
culture (closed circles). Data from paper IV. 
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6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A defined protein and animal component-free culture medium for NS0 cells and an 

optimised fed-batch process with this medium were successfully developed in the present 

investigation. These developments were performed as means for studying autocrine 

regulation of proliferation, which was the main focus of this thesis. However, a full 

description of a defined protein-free fed-batch process for NS0 cells has not been 

published elsewhere and the results presented may therefore be useful at production of 

recombinant therapeutic products. The final feed solution used was comprised of glucose, 

glutamine, amino acids, lipids, vitamins, sodium selenite, ethanolamine and selected 

salts. The salt addition resulted in a small but insignificant increase in the cell yield and 

was most probably superfluous. Accumulation of lactate and ammonium was controlled 

to some extent but the concentration of ammonium and also the osmolarity increased to 

possibly inhibitory levels. The maximum viable cell density obtained was above 8 x 106 

cells mL-1 and the final antibody concentration around 600 mg L-1. This corresponded to 

a 4.3-fold increase in the viable cell yield and an 11.4-fold increase in the antibody yield 

compared to batch, when the dilution of the fed-batch culture was accounted for. The 

large increase in the product yield was the result of an increased number of producing cell 

hours as the maximum cell density and the culture time was augmented.  

The working hypothesis in the present investigation was that continuous cell lines, which 

grow in protein-free media produce their own autocrine growth factors in order to support 

proliferation. The effects of these factors are somehow lost after some time in a culture, 

which results in the relatively early cessation of proliferation observed in mammalian cell 

cultures. That NS0 cells produce factors with a stimulatory effect on proliferation was 

clearly shown by studying the effects of conditioned medium on cell growth. Part of this 

effect could be contributed to a factor(s) with a molecular mass of 20-25 kDa. The 

inducing capacity of the culture medium was however shown to decrease by time, since 

µN declined early in culture when nutrient supply and metabolic by-product accumulation 

was not yet limiting the cells. Further, cell growth during the declining phase in the last 

optimised fed-batch culture was characterised by abortive proliferation, which suggests 

that growth/survival factors were lacking.  
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A decrease in the stimulatory effects of cell-derived factors may be explained by a 

decrease in the production of such factors, or by the production of other negative factors, 

which sequester or destroy the positive factors. No obvious inhibitory effects could be 

detected when fractions from gel-filtrated CM were added to NS0 cell cultures, but the 

serine protease activity found in the culture medium was shown to affect the cells 

negatively. Since a serine protease inhibitor was also identified in NS0 CM, a balance in 

the serine protease activity in culture may be important for optimal cell growth.  

Further clues to what may control regulation of proliferation of NS0 cells was given by 

studies of different receptors present in the cell membrane. Adding IGF-I/II, OSM and 

TGF-β1 showed that the corresponding receptors for these proteins are present on the 

surface of NS0 cells. ELISA analysis and/or addition on antibodies against these proteins 

excluded potential autocrine loops involving these growth factors. The receptor subunit 

gp130 was however clearly shown to be essential for NS0 cell proliferation as 

demonstrated by siRNA gene silencing. Even though no obvious ligand for gp130 could 

be detected, it is interesting to note that intracellular signalling via this receptor involves 

binding of the IL-6 like group of proteins with molecular masses similar to that suggested 

for the stimulatory factor(s) in NS0 CM.  

To fully elucidate the autocrine regulatory mechanisms involved in NS0 cell 

proliferation, further studies have to be performed. Potential candidates involved may be 

detected by advanced screening of gene expression during culture and by identification of 

proteins in the CM using e.g. mass spectrometry. The results presented here constitute a 

basis for such future investigations where the knowledge obtained may also be 

implemented in the protein-free fed-batch cultivation process for even further 

improvements in the cell culture performance. 
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